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In 2021, G-20 education ministers held their meeting with the 
theme of People, Planet, and Prosperity just ahead of the 
United Nations’ climate conference in November. Many 
stakeholder groups have urged the G-20 leaders to make 
compulsory climate education a key priority, “as fundamental 
as reading and writing,”



“If just 16% of high school students in middle- and high-
income countries were educated about climate change, there 
would be a tremendous reduction of carbon emissions (nearly 
20 gigatons) by 2050. Through education, not simply about 
climate change itself, but the “green skills” and habits of mind 
needed to address the effects of climate change, more 
sustainable future becomes possible.”

—Kwauk and Wintrop (2021)



Timeline
• First Lady Tammy Murphy meets with teams of educators across 

many sectors to develop and refine the standards (adopted 2020)

• NJ School Boards Association and Sustainable Jersey convened a 
Climate Change Education Thought Leader Committee

• Over several months, members of the committee identified needs 
and synthesized a comprehensive list of recommendations for the 
implementation of these standards: K-12 Report on Climate 
Change Education Needs in New Jersey.

• Formed partnership with Subject to Climate, the New Jersey 
Audubon, and the National Wildlife Federation, NJ School Boards 
Association, and NJ Audubon



Report on K-12 
Climate Change 
Education 
Needs in New 
Jersey
https://www.njsba.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/02/climate-change-ed-
online-2-2.pdf



Overarching 
Goals



Time-Sensitive Recommendations:
To Enact Before June 2022

1. All K-12 public school educators, school staff and school board 
members must be introduced to the climate change standards at 
the various grade levels and content areas.

2. All K-12 public school teachers should be provided with the 
developmentally appropriate and content-specific explanations of 
climate change and its effects.

3. All K-12 public school teachers should have access to high-
quality curricular materials beginning in September 2022.



Comprehensive Recommendations: Key Needs

1. Professional Learning/Development

2. Curricular Resources

3. Community-Based Climate Change Education

4. Support from Boards of Education
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Assistant Director- Center for Math, Science, 
and Computer Education at Rutgers

Edward Cohen, Ed.D 

Educational Consultant-
EDtheScienceGuy@gmail.com



Ways to Use Local to Global Data and The 
School Building as a Learning Laboratory

1. Place-based Learning
2. Design Thinking and Engineering Solutions to Challenges
3. Student Choice of Questions and Data-To Form their Own 

Questions
4. Provide Data Collection Opportunities and Authentic Real Time 

Data
5. Climate Deniers?- Explicitly Teach the Nature of Science and 

Research Methods on Collection of Local and Global Data



Place-Based 
Climate Change 
Education 

Place-based learning engages students in their community, 
including their physical environment, local culture, history, or 

people.
With place-based learning, students get to see the results of their 

work in their community
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A storyline is a coherent sequence of lessons, in which each step is driven by 
students' questions that arise from their interactions with phenomena. A 

student's goal should always be to explain a phenomenon or solve a problem. 
At each step, students make progress on the classroom's questions through 
science and engineering practices, to figure out a piece of a science idea. 
Each piece they figure out adds to the developing explanation, model, or 

designed solution. Each step may also generate questions that lead to the next 
step in the storyline. Together, what students figure out helps explain the unit's 
phenomena or solve the problems they have identified. A storyline provides a 

coherent path toward building disciplinary core idea and crosscutting concepts, 
piece by piece, anchored in students' own questions.

Storylines-NGSS



Design Thinking and 
Engineering Solutions to 

Challenges
Students use an 
Engineering Notebook to 
Complete the 
Engineering Design 
Process 
*Works Well with Problem 

Based Learning



What additional information do we need to better answer our 
questions? What story is the data telling us?

Let’s conduct research and design experiments to collect further data.

Students collect data to form their own questions based on local 
experiences and observations- We notice the trees do not look as 
healthy, is it climate change or the Spotted Lanternfly? Is it both?



Students design, 
redesign and share 
out their solutions 
with peers. 

Next they implement 
their solution to 
collect local data!



Let students pick their 
own topic/phenomena to 
explore for their Problem 
Based Learning!
Examples -AP Enviro and 
Organic Chemistry

Use the Sustainable Schools Actions as a Menu for Student Choice!



How can computer simulations be 
used to connect local and global 

data for meaningful student 
learning? 



Connect by Using 
Real Time Data!

What do you 
notice and wonder 
about this data?



How can computer simulations be 
used to connect local and global 

data for meaningful student 
learning? 



How can computer simulations be 
used to connect local and global 

data for meaningful student 
learning? 



Climate Deniers?-
Explicitly Teach the 
Nature of Science 

and Research 
Methods on 

Collection of Local 
and Global Data



Thank You

Session slides will be available on at sustainablejersey.com by 6/30.

I would love to support you 
and your school district. 
Please reach out to me for 
how I can best support you! 

EdwCohen@docs.rutgers.edu
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Chief Operating Officer

Margaret Wang
SubjectToClimate
margaret.wang@subjecttoclimate.org



What is your 
personal 
connection to 
climate 
change?



What are some of 
the challenges 
teachers might face 
when trying to 
integrate climate 
change into their 
classroom?



Why is climate change NOT being 
taught in the classroom?

Inaccessible Resources

Low Teacher Confidence

Lack of Time

Inflexible Curriculum 

Controversial Subject



The New Jersey Climate Change 
Education Initiative Timeline

June 2020

First Lady Tammy Murphy announces 
New Jersey incorporating climate change 

education across its K-12 student 
learning standards

Announcement

March 2021

Committee Formation

The New Jersey Climate Change 
Education Thought Leader Committee 
was convened. Resolves to develop a 

report with recommendations on how to 
implement these standards statewide. 

Feb 2022

Initiative Formation

The New Jersey Climate Change Education 
Initiative forms to implement the short term 
recommendations from the Report on K-12 

Climate Change Education Needs in New Jersey

March 2022

Budget & Office Formation

Governor Murphy allocates $5 million in 
FY 2023 budget to K-12 schools for 

climate change education and will form 
an Office of Climate Change Education 

in NJ Department of Education.

Platform Launch

The New Jersey 
Climate Change 

Education Initiative 
launches platform.

June 2022

https://www.njsba.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/climate-change-ed-online-2-2.pdf


www.njclimateeducation.org



Quick Activity
1. Go to njclimateeducation.org.
2. Depending on your role, find:

– An teaching resources you might use to 
supplement your lesson next year.

– An exemplar lesson plan you might want to 
try in your classroom.

– An exemplar lesson plan you might share 
to help teachers integrate climate change 
into their lesson.

– A professional learning opportunity you 
might recommend to your teachers.

3. We’ll do this for 5 minutes and then, do a 
quick shareout!



Thank You

Session slides will be available on at sustainablejersey.com by 6/30.
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